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AN UPDATED PRODUCT VERSION WITH A NEW 
NAME LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR OUR NEW 
LINE OF MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS. 
The Four:C Family is a collection of applications and services with the 
purpose to streamline resource management within organizations 
where reliable communications and control are critical to operations 
and/or worker safety. 
From start the family will consist of the dispatch solution that has previously been known as Celab Operator 
Platform. But with the upcoming generation (3) it will instead go by the name Four:C Dispatch. 

Off course it is not only the name that has changed but the solution has also been significantly improved. It 
has for instance been equipped with a more powerful map module that can handle virtually any kind of 
geographical data. This lets organizations load maps they have created themselves or bought. 

Four:C Dispatch can also position multiple resources in real-time which together with the possibility to 
handle incoming alarms from PSAPs and other sources provides conditions for smooth resource 
management in a drag and drop environment. Today the solution can also be supplied with a 
synchronization server that allows multiple operator to share information continuously. 

All upgrades are optional, which allows organizations to customize functionality completely according to 
their needs and budgetary restrictions. 

The dispatch solution will now share its name with our mobile task management solution Four:C Mobile, 
that after its upgrade earlier this year also is a part of the product family. Since they now provide synergies 
to the extent that they are rather a part of the same concept than stand-alone products it seems natural that 
also should share the brand, Four:C. Or, Celab Command and Control Concept which it also stands for. 

Soon we will also be launching a third member of the product family. Namely, a cloud-based service that go 
by the name of Four:C AVL. Keep an eye out on our website for more information. 
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